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BACKGROUND

Adalimumab is an anti-tumor necrosis factor (TNF) used to 
treat several inflammatory conditions, such as rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA), psoriasis, Crohn’s disease, and ulcerative 
colitis. Adalimumab is administered as a subcutaneous 
injection, with dosing and dosing interval dependent on 
the disease state indicated and whether it is induction of 
maintenance dosing. Maintenance dosing ranges across the 
FDA-approved indications from 10mg to 40mg every week.[1]    

There are certain clinical situations where weekly 
maintenance dosing may be effective. This includes certain 
patients with RA who are not taking methotrexate and do 
not have adequate response to biweekly dosing, pediatric 
patients with ulcerative colitis greater than 40kg, and 
for those with an indication of hidradenitis suppurativa. 
However, providers tend to increase to weekly dosing 
when patients report insufficient or loss of response to 
adalimumab. Studies report weekly dosing of adalimumab 
from 16% to 54% of patients depending on disease state  
and severity.[2] While weekly dosing may be appropriate  
in certain clinical situations, this ultimately results in double 
the medication cost.   

While TNF agents have revolutionized the treatment of these 
autoimmune disorders, not all patients are able to benefit.  
In some patients, there is an immune response to the TNF 
agent which results in the creation of anti-drug antibodies 
(ADA). When patients develop these ADAs to anti-TNF 
agents there is a loss of response to the agent. If a provider 
increases the dose, the drug is wasted since the patient’s 

ADAs will continue to neutralize the ability of adalimumab to 
treat their autoimmune disease.   

Even if a patient does not develop ADAs, when there is a 
loss of response or insufficient response, switching to other 
biologics may be more cost-effective rather than increasing 
to weekly dosing of adalimumab. There are multiple agents 
now available to treat these autoimmune disorders, with 
different mechanism of action and routes of administration, 
which are likely to be more cost effective than doubling the 
dose of adalimumab. 

The clinical pharmacists in the PBM preferred specialty 
pharmacy utilize a clinical pathway protocol to assess dose 
escalations for weekly adalimumab before dispensing. All 
therapy switches and dose escalations are reviewed by 
board-certified clinical pharmacists.  The clinical pathway 
protocol for dose escalations for weekly adalimumab dosing 
recommends additional testing to ensure that the patient 
does not have ADA and would benefit from weekly dosing, 
or recommends switch to an alternate agent. 

METHODS

A retrospective analysis using pharmacy paid claims data from 
11/30/2019 to 12/1/2020 using Generic Product Identifiers (GPIs)  
for adalimumab syringes and pens was performed (starter kits  
were excluded). Members continuously enrolled and at least  
18 years of age in a prescription plan administered by the  
pharmacy benefit manager during the period were included in  
the analysis. Proportion of patients on weekly dosing was  
compared in the PBM preferred specialty pharmacy versus other 
specialty pharmacies using chi-square analysis. Average cost  
per month of bi-weekly adalimumab used was $5,600 and  
weekly adalimumab at $11,200. Average cost avoidance per  
patient in PBM preferred specialty pharmacy was determined.  

RESULTS

The preferred specialty pharmacy had a significantly lower proportion 
of patients utilizing weekly dosing of adalimumab, 7.2% (59 out of 815) 
versus 12.1% (53 out of 438) at non-preferred specialty pharmacies 
(p<0.01). The cost avoidance across all adalimumab patients per year 
was approximately $5,200.  

CONCLUSIONS

The impact of the clinical pathway protocol for weekly  
adalimumab dosing in the PBM preferred specialty pharmacy 
results in impactful clinical and financial benefits to plan  
sponsor and patients. The proportion of patients on weekly  
dosing within the PBM preferred specialty pharmacy is 
significantly lower by almost half compared to the adalimumab 
utilizers outside of the PBM preferred specialty pharmacy.

A key difference between 
the PBM preferred specialty 
pharmacy and other 
specialty pharmacies is 
the pharmacist-led clinical 
program where all dose 
and therapy escalations are 
reviewed. The collaboration 
between pharmacists, 
providers, and patients 
has an impact on the 

proportion of patients on weekly dosing. Not only is it lower 
than the utilization of weekly dosing seen in non-preferred 
specialty pharmacies, but also lower than the reported 
proportion of patients in other clinical studies.

Many times the lab tests accepted by the providers and  
the patients were found to have ADA, where increasing the  
dose would not only result in waste of healthcare dollars, but  
the patient would also not receive appropriate management  
for their disease state. In addition, this would delay the patient 
from being placed on a medication that would treat their  
disease state resulting in significant drug waste at the expense  
of disease progression. 

In addition, recommending the laboratory testing has prompted 
providers to obtain those tests prior to sending in prescriptions  
for weekly dosing for other patients. The pharmacist-led 
collaborative care ensures that appropriate patients are started  
on weekly dosing of adalimumab, with a significantly lower 
proportion of patients on weekly dosing. This promotes the 
multidisciplinary approach to managing these complex  
disease states and helps ensure that patients obtain clinical 
outcomes that improve their quality of life. This pharmacist-
led collaborative approach resulted in cost avoidance of 
approximately $5,200 per adalimumab patient per year.

OBJECTIVE

To identify effect of pharmacist-led collaborative care 
in optimizing dosing of adalimumab and effect on 
drug costs.  
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